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ABSTRACT 

An alternating-current bridge for measuring the differences of power factor of 
capacitors to ± 5 X 10-7 in the commercial and audio-frequency range is described. 
The bridge is essentially of the Schering type, with a Wagner ground connection, 
and may be arranged for either high- or low-voltage use. The theory of the bridge 
is given for both perfect and imperfect balance, the latter permitting evaluation 
of the error due to residual voltages. 

Variable low-loss air capacitors for use in the bridge are described. It is shown 
that the power factor of a guard-ring air capacitor is not necessarily zero, and a 
method is given for determining the true value of this power factor. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As part of a program for the investigation of electrical-insulation 
problems, it was found necessary to develop an alternating-current 
bridge for measuring capacitor power factors of the order of 1 X 10-6• 

At the time the work was started (1930) the precision of power-factor 
bridges, as described in the literature [1, 2], * was of the order of 
1 X 10-5• The precision has been extended to about 1 X 10-6 since that 
time [3, 4]. Previous methods have been confined primarily to a 
measurement of the differences in the power factors of capacitors, 
and there has appa,rently . been no satisfactory procedure for deter
mining the absolute or true values of these power factors. In the 
present work a method has been developed for evaluating the true 

1 A large part of this work was done by the autbor as a research associate for the Utilities Research Com· 
mission of Iliinois in 1930-32. The work completed at that time was summarized at the annual meeting of 
the Eiectrical Insulation Committee of the National Research Oouncil in 1932 and an abstract published in 
Elec. Eug. 62, 104 (1933) . 

• Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
425 
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power factors of low-loss capacitors,2 and a bridge has been designed 
for measuring very small differences in their power factors. 

All bridges for small power-factor measurements of capacitors are 
similar in that they are fundamentally Schering [5] bridges, as shown ' 
in figure 1. Here the bridge circuit is made up of capacitors and 
resistors, the phase angles being balanced by the capacitance in 
parallel with resistance. The various bridges differ in the points of 
connection for the source and detector and in the methods of ground

FIGURE I.-Arrangement of ad
mittances in a Schering-type 
bridge. 

In the original, or high-voltage form, power 
is applied on the horizontal connectors 
and in the low·voltage, or conjugate form, 
on the vertical connectors. 

ing and shielding. In the bridges of 
Kouwenhoven [4] and Balsbaugh [3] the 
power is applied at the 0 1, O2 junction 
and the R3 , R. junction, as in the orig
inal Schering bridge, so that, in general, 
the bridge offers a high impedance to the 
source. This high impedance makes 
the bridge suitable for high-voltage 
work, and henceforward such an orien
tation of the source a,nd the detector 
will be referred to as the high-voltage 
form of the bridge. In the Ogawa [2] 
bridge the power is applied in the 01, Ra 
junction and the O2, R4 junction, thus 
presenting a low impedance to the 
source and a high impedance to the 
detector. This latter arrangement 
has recently been called a conjugate 
Schering bridge [6]. Dye and Jones 
[7] have used a variation of the con
jugate bridge for power-factor meas

urements of the order of 1 X 10-5 with frequencies up to 1,000 kc/s. 
The conjugate arrangement of the bridge makes the use of Wagner's 

[8] grounding method very natural and simplifies the shielding of the 
parts of the bridge. Ogawa has also pointed out a method of using 
the Wagner ground with the high-voltage form of the bridge. The 
bridge forms to be described in this paper are extensions of those of 
Ogawa. The Schering bridge (fig. 1) forms the bridge proper, ground
ing is obtained by Wagner's method and a switching arran~ement 
(to be described) permits connecting the bridge for either hlgh- or 
low-voltage work. In extending the precision beyond that obtained 
previously, a method of balancing out residual effects due to imperfect 
wave form and imperfect shielding was necessary. This is described 
in the section on bridge theory. 

The reasons for the superiority of the Schering bridge form for small 
power-factor measurements have been discussed in detail by others, 
especially Ogawa. They are, however, briefly these: First, the bridge 
elements are easily shielded since no inductors are present. Second, 
the absence of series connections in any bridge arm between capaci
tance and resistance simplifies both the shielding and the evaluation 
of distributed effects. Third, the bridge balance can be obtained by 
the adjustment of capacitors only, thus eliminating the effects of 
changes in the phase angles of the resistors . 

• This method was described by the author at the annual meeting of the Electrical Insulation Committee 
of the National Research Council, November 5, 1936, at Boston, Mass. At the 1937 meeting of this com
mittee and at the June 1938 meeting of the AlEE" W. B. Kouwenhoven and E. L. Lotz have described a 
similar method for determining absolute power factor . 
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In order to measure small power factors it is necessary that the 
capacitors, 0 1 and O2 have small power factors. If a bridge is used in 
which the detector is not brought to ground potential at the balance, 
a shielding circuit at the detector potential is necessary in addition 
to ground-potential shields. Thus, if it is desired to use shielded 
guard-ring capacitors for 0 1 and O2, these capacitors must have four 
electrodes [3] (two measuring electrodes, one shield-circuit electrode, 
and one grounded electrode). The use of the Wagner ground brings 
the detector to ground potential 3 
at balance, eliminates the extra 
shield circuit, and permits the use 
of three-electrode capacitors for 0 1 

and O2 when shielded guard-ring 
capacitors are necessary. The var
iable three-electrode capacitors 1 
which have been built for use in l---~~~--"-.AIV'~ 2 
the bridge will be described later, 
as well as the method which has been 
developed for evaluating their power 
factors. 

II. THEORY OF THE BRIDGE 

I. LOW·VOLTAGE, OR CONJUGATE 
SCHERING BRIDGE 

(a) PERFECT BALANCE 

The general equivalent network 
arrangement of a bridge with a 
Wagner ground is shown in figure 2, 
where 1 and 2 represent the power 
terminals, 3 and 4 the detector ter
minals, 0 the ground point, and the 
Y terms the admittances between 
the various terminals. The cur

~o 

1.2 

FIGURE 2.-Location of equivalent 
stray and ground admittances in a 
bridge network. 

rents from the source to bridge terminals 1 and 2 are II and 12, 

respectively. 
Following the method of Ogawa, the sum of the currents entering 

each terminal is equated to zero, giving the following set of equations: 

YI2 (VI- V2)+Yla (VI- Va) + YI4 (VI- V4)+YIOVI . II 
YI2 (V2- VI) + Y2a (V2- Va) + Y24 (V2- V4) + Y20 V2=I2 

YIS(VS- VI) + Y2s (Va- V2) + Ya4 (Va- V4) + Yao Va=O 
YI4 (V4- VI) + Yu(V,- V2)+Ya4 (V,- Va) + Y40V,=O 

(1) 

where VI, V2, Va, and V, are the potentials with respect to ground of 
terminals 1, 2, 3, and 4. Currents II and 12 are obtained from the 
equations: 

VI=EI-IdYI- (I1+I2)/yo and V2=E2-12/Y2- (II +I2)/yo (2) 

and are 
h=~+~~-~~-~+~~+~~} 
h=~+~~-~~-~+~~+~~ 

(3) 

.. 
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Here EI and E2 are the electromotive forces, and Yo, YI, and Y2 the 
admittances of a general type of source, which can be represented 
as shown in figure 2. Upon substituting the values for II and 12 in 
eqs 1, and retaining the last two equations of the group and forming 
two new equations from the difference of the first two and the sum of 
all four, the following set is obtained: 

VI (2 Y 12+ Y 13+ Y14 + Y lO +2Yo+YI) - V2(2 Y 12+ Y2a + Y 24 + Y 20 
+2YO+Y2) + Va(Y2a-Yla) + V4(Y24-Y14)=EI(2Yo+YI) 

- E2(2Yo+Y2) == 81 

VI (YlO+YI)+ V2(Y20 +Y2) + VaYao+ V'Y'O=yIEI+Y2EZ==82 (4) 
VIYla + V2Y 23 - Va (Y13+ Y 23 + Ya,+ Yao) + V,Ya4=0 
VIY 14+ V2Y24 + VaY 34- V4(Y14+ Y24+ Ya,+ Y,o) =0 

Here all the terms involving the properties of the bridge are on the 
left-hand side of the equations, and those involving the properties of 
the source are on the right-hand side. The major source-term is 81> 
representing roughly the product of the electromotive force and admit
tance of the source. The asymmetry of the source is represented by 
8 2, which, in general, is very small compared with 8 1• 

The conditions for perfect balance can be obtained from eq 4 by 
determining the requirement for Va to equal V4• The solution has 
been shown by Ogawa to be 

YlaY24-Y23YI4=Va:;;:2:'";VI (Y,oY2a-YaoY2'). (5) 

The relation includes, in addition to the admittances of the bridge 
proper which are on the left-hand side of the equation, ground admit
tances Yao and Y 40, as well as a ratio of the detector terminal potentials 
to VI. If the ground admittances are zero or negligible, eq 5 reduces to 

(6) 

involving only the admittances of the bridge proper. Relation 6 can 
also be made to apply by making Va= V,=O, which is the object 
sought in Wagner-grounded bridge technique. However, in high
precision work it may be difficult to balance the ground impedances 
to the same degree of precision as those in the bridge. This possi
bility can be seen in the equation 

(7) 

which represents approximately the condition for V3 =O. The rela
tion involves the admittances of the source, which admittances will, 
in general, be less stable than those of the bridge. When it is incon
venient to bring the detector to ground potential with the same 
precision as when the bridge proper is balanced, the equivalent effect 
can be obtained by making (YaoY 24 - Y 4OY2a) so small that the right
hand side of eq 5 becomes negligible. The balance relation can then 
be represented by eq 6. In a bridge where stray admittances Yao 
and Y 40 are small compared with the admittances of the bridge, the 
balanced condition is much less dependent on the potential of the 
detector terminals with respect to ground tha.n when these admit
tances are of the same order of magnitude. However, it is not gen
erally realized that when the balance adjustments of the bridge 
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proper depend appreciably upon the values of YlO, Y20 , Y1, and Y2 this 
dependence can be materially decreased by adjustment of either Y 30 
or Y 40 to make 

(8) 

This feature is especially useful in a bridge such as that shown in 
figure 1 arranged in the conjugate or low-voltage form where the dis
similarity of admittances Y23 and Y24 requires a corresponding dis
similarity in stray admittances Y30 and Y40 to reduce the dependence 
on the ground admittance values. Dye and Jones [7], using a con
jugate-type Schering bridge, found that a resistance between ground 
and the junction of R3 and R4 considerably improved the performance 
of their bridge, but they did not point out the reason for it. 

If an amplifier is used between the detector and bridge, the measure
ment of (Va- V4) directly requires either that the amplifier be un
grounded or that coupling between the bridge and amplifier be made 
through a shielded transformer of high impedance. The latter method 
is very unsatisfactory with a bridge where the high-impedance termi
nals are connected to the detector, primarily because of the influence 
of stray fields on the transformer. The use of an ungrounded, 
doubly shielded amplifier is preferable, and is the method described by 
Dye and Jones [7]. 

An alternate arrangement, permitting the use of a conventional 
grounded amplifier, involves adjusting the potentials of terminals 
3 and 4 separately to ground potential. (This procedure will be 
referred to hereafter as separate balancing of the terminals to ground 
in contrast to a direct balance of the potentials of two terminals.) 
This procedure of course requires that the ground admittances be 
adjusted as carefully as those ill the bridge proper, but frequently this 
will be more convenient than to use an ungrounded amplifier. Both 
methods have been used satisfactorily in the present work. 

If the bridge is of the form shown in figure 1, specific admittance 
values may be substituted for the general terms of eq 6. The orienta
tion of the bridge with respect to the source and detector is immaterial 
in this equation. 

If the Impurities in 01 and O2 are represented by equivalent parallel 
resistances R1 and R2, and if impurities in Ra and R4 are represented by 
equivalent parallel capacitances included in Oa and 0 4, eq 6 becomes, 
upon substituting proper values and separating the real and imagi
nary terms: 

(6a) 

The frequency of the alternating current is given by w/27r. If 
01R1»04R4 and 02R2»03R3, eq 6a can be reduced and combined to 
give as the balance conditions 

g~=~: and tan cf>1-tan cf>2=WO~4-wOaRa, (6b) 

where tan cf>1 and tan cf>2 are equal to 1/w01R1 and 1/w02R2, respec
tively, representing the tangents of phase-defect angles of 0 1 and O2 • 

If these angles are small the tangents will be equal to the angles when 

.. 
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measured in radians, and they will also be equal to the powerfactorsof 
the capacitors. An evaluation of the power-factor differcnce 
(cPl-cP2) from the above equation requires an evaluation of the impuri
ties or phase angles of Ra and R4, since these effects are included in Oa 
and 04. It is possible to determine (cPl-cP2) independently of the 
phase angles of Ra and R4 by interchanging the connections to 0 1 and 
O2 with respect to Ra and R4 • This interchange is also important in 
the elimination of the errors due to residual effects which result in an 
imperfect balance, and will be discussed 111 the next section. 

(b) IMPERFECT BALANCE 

The discussion so far has been based on the assnmption that the 
bridge is balanced by either bringing both V3 and V, to zero potential 
or by making V3 exactly equal to V4 • In high-precision work these 
conditions are seldom, if ever, realized. Stray coupling to the de
tector or amplifier, or inductive coupling with the leads between the 
bridge and the detector or amplifier, may produce a deflection on the 
indicating instrument, even when no voltage is applied to the bridge. 
If such residual effects 3 are present a null indication by the detector 
when voltage is applied to the bridge will require an off-balance 
condition in the bridge to neutralize the deflections produced by the 
stray voltages. There is also a possibility that harmonics which may 
be present in the current from the source will combine in the amplifier 
to produce a fundamental which would in turn cause a deflection on 
a tuned indicator, even though the bridge were perfectly balanced 
for the fundamental frequency. This latter effect has been shown 
analytically by Goodhue [9] and experimentally by Ferguson and 
Bartlett [10] as well as during the course of this work. For this also 
a null indication would require an off-balance condition in the bridge 
for neutralization. 

The error due to stray coupling may be eliminated by the well
known method [11] of reversing the connections between the bridge 
and the source. It will be shown that the same effect can be obtained 
by reversing the connections to 0 1 and O2 and that this reversal has 
the additional advantage of removing the necessity of evaluating the 
phase angles of Ra and R4• There is also some indication that the 
reversal of 0 1 and O2 eliminates any small harmonic-modulation 
error, although this latter effect is more surely removed by proper 
filtering both in the input to the bridge and in the various stages of a 
detector amplifier. 

In order to determine the extent of the error produced by a residual 
deflection at balance, the bridge equations are written in a somewhat 
different form. An examination of the set of eq 4 shows that fourth
order determinants or their equivalents were encountered in obtain
ing relationships between the potentials of the bridge terminals and 
the bridge admittances. This was no great handicap in obtaining 
eq 5 from eq 4, because the equality Va= V4 was invoked. However, 
when neither the equality Va= V" V3=O, nor V4 =O applies exactly, 
it is easier to handle two sets of three equations than one set of four. 
Two sets of three equations are obtained by setting up one set for the 
approximate balance of each of the detector terminals to ground. 
The results obtained apply equally to either of the previously men-

I These were referred to as parasitic voltages by Dye and Jones [7]. 
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tioned methods of balancing the bridge; that is, when balancing each 
detector terminal separately to ground or the two terminals directly 
against each other. The set of equations from which the near
balance relationships for terminal 3 (fig. 2) can be derived are obtained 
by eliminating terminal 4 and all admittances terminating on it. 
The remaining admittances will all be modified by the elimination of 
terminal 4, and the amount of the modification can be determined 
by an equivalent circuit transformation. The new set of equations 
are taken directly from eq 4 by eliminating all terms containing V4 , 

Y!4, Y 24 , Y 34, or Y 40 and then modifying the remaining admittance 
terms. The result of these eliminations is as follows: 

VI (2 Y 123 + YI3 + Y J03) - V2 (2 YI23 + Y 23 + Y 203) + V3 (17;3 - Yla) = 81 

V I Y 103+ V2Y203 + V3Y ao =82 (9) 

V I Y 13+ V2Y23 - V3(YI3 + Y 23 + Yao) =0. 

The values of the modified admittance terms are defined as follows: 

(10) 

y _ y + Y 14Y a4 y: _ y: + Y 24 Y34 
13- 13 ~ 23- 23 ~ 

2:4 = Ya + Y24 + Ya4 + Y 40 

A similar set of equations may be obtained for the balance of terminal 
4, by replacing the subscripts 3 by 4 and 4 by 3 in eq 9 and 10. 

The relation between Va and the bridge admittances is obtained 
from eq 9 by the elimination of VI and V2 • The corresponding 
equation for V4 may be obtained by the interchanging of subscripts. 
In writing these relationships it is convenient to define new admit
tance terms which are common to both equations. The equation 
involving V3 is 

Y103 Y2a = Y20a Y13+ ~:[2YZ(YI3+ Y23) + Yv Y23 + Yz Y I3] (11) 

and for V4 is 

YJ04 Y 24 = Y204 YI4 + ~~ [ 2 YAYa + Y24) + Yu Y 24 + Y. Y 14] 

2V4 - - -
-s;Yb(YX+YU) (Y14+Y24+Y40), (12) 
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where the new terms are defined as follows: 

YI3 Y23 Y Y I4 Y24 
Y%=Y123+Y +y +y == 124+ y +y +y 

13 23 30 14 24 40 

(13) 

and 
(14) 

Admittances Y", Yv, and Y.represent the effective values between the 
terminals 1 and 2, 1 and 0, and 2 and 0, respectively, upon elimination 
of junctions 3 and 4 by transformations of the star-delta type. The 
identities indicate that the same values are necessarily obtained 
regardless of the order in which terminals 3 and 4 are eliminated. 
Equation 14 gives the admittance of the entire bridge. Equations 11 
and 12 can be combined to give 

- - - - [y Y S2(y Y)] 2Yb (Yv+Y.) [Y23Y I4- Y 24Y 13] 11+ z+ SI .- II = SI 

[V4(YI3+ Y23) (Y14+ Y24 + Y(0) - V3(YU + Y 24)(Y13+ Y23+ Y30) ], (15) 

which can be shown to be equivalent to 

[Y23Y 14 - Y 24 Yd[VI- V2]= (V4- V3) (YI3 + Y23) (Y14+ Y 24) 

+ V4Y40(Yla+Y2a)- V3Yao(Y14+Y24). (l5a) 

In this form the equation may be readily reduced to eq 6 if V3 and V. 
are zero or to a relation equivalent to eq 5 if V3= V.. If the equivalent 
admittance terms on the left-hand side of the equation are replaced 
by their actual admittance values, as defined by eq 10, then eq 15a 
may be written 

(Y"Y"-Y,,Y,,) ~ 1 ( y ,)[(V4- Va) (YI3+ Y2a) (Y14+ Y 24) 
(VI-V2) 1-~ 

~a~4 ] + V4Y40(YI3+Y23)- V3Yao(YH+Y24) . (16) 

This equation now contains on the left-hand side only the admit
tances of the bridge proper, and on the right-hand side terms showing 
the effect of differences of Va and V. from each other and from ground 
potential. In a perfectly balanced Wagner-grounded bridge the 
right-hand side would of course be zero, but in the general case the 
equation serves to indicate the influence on the bridge proper of finite 
values for these potential differences. The right-hand side of eq 16 
may then be considered as a correction term showing the error in
volved in assuming the left-hand side of the equation to be equal to 
zero. Approximations may now be made in this correction term and 
still allow an upper limit to be assigned to the effect of the residual 
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. potential differences. One approximation is to neglect Y342/~3~4 as 
compared to unity. 

This is justified because Y34 represents the small admittance across 
the detector terminals composed mainly of the capacitance and leakage 
between the grid and cathode of a vacuum tube, whereas ~3~4 con
tains such relatively large admittances as R3 and R4 (fig. 1). For the 
same reason, the barred terms representing the equivalent admittance 
values may be considered approximately equal to the unbarred terms 
representing the actual values (see eq 10). It should be pointed out 
that this approximation is required only in the right-hand side, or 
correction term, of eq 16. This equation can be arranged in a form 
more suitable for estimating the effect of residual potentials by trans
ferring the Y24Y13 term from the left- to the right-hand side of the 
equation and then dividing both sides by Y24Y 13. Doing this, and at the 
same time making the approximations outlined above, eq 16 becomes 

Y 23 Y 14 = 1 + 1 [(V4- Va) (1 + Y23) (1 + Y 14) 
YU Y13 V1- V2 Y 13 Y 24 

+ V4 Y4°(1 + Y23)_ Va YaO(l + Yl4)J. (17) 
Y24 Y 13 Y 13 Y 24 

In this form the correction term, when evaluated, gives directly the 
relative magnitude of the error produced by imperfect balance. Let
ting Y 13 and Y 23 represent the 0 1 and O2 branches of the bridge (fig. 1) 
and Y l4 and Y24 the (R3' 03 ) and (R4' 0 4 ) branches, estimates of the 
error may be made. The correction due to a definite difference for 
(V4- Va) will be a minimum for a bridge symmetrical about the detector 
terminals (01"""'02 ), This correction is then four times the ratio of 
(V4- Va) to (V1- V2). The correction term due to the V4 term alone 
will generally be much less than the V4 to (V1- V2) ratio, because 
Y40/Y24 will normally be appreciably less than unitY"' However, 
referring now to the V3 correction term, the Y 30/Y13 ratIO is apt to be 
near the order of unity, since both Yao and Y 1a are largely capacitance 
terms making this corrective term roughly of the same order as the 
V3/(V1 - V2 ) ratio. The effect of individual values for Va and V 4 can, 
however, be neutralized by increasing Y 40 in such a manner that 

Y 40 (Y13+ Y 23)"""'Yao(Y14+ Y24). (17a) 

This requirement is equivalent to that expressed by eq 8, since 
Y I3Y U '" Y14Y2a • 

In order to reduce the effect of all residual potential differences, 
0 1 and O2 or Y 13 and Y 23 are interchanged and the bridge readjusted to 
give the same values of Va and V4. This simply means that the bridge 
is balanced as before and that the residual effects are not affected by 
the interchange. If rebalance is obtained by varying Y 1a , Y14, and 
Y10 by small amounts a, {3, and 'Y so that 

Yla'= Y1a+a; Y14' = Y 14+ {3; and Y lO' = YlO+'Y, 
the new equation for imperfect balance may be written 
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The potential difference (V1- V2)' will be related to the previous 
potential difference according to the ratio 

(V1 - V2)/(V1- V2)'=Yb'/Yb, 

where the primed terms represent the values upon reversal. Since the 
correction terms are small, eq 17 and 18 may be combined to give 

Y 2lY14 1+[ V4 - Va ] 
Y1a Y1a'Y14' Yb(V1- V2) 

[(1 + Y2a)(1+ YI4)Yb-(1 + Y13')(l+ Y I4')Yb'] Y1a Y 24 Y 23 Y24 
+ V4Y40 (Y23Yb _ Yl3' Y b' + Y b- Y b') 

Yb(V1- V2)Y24 Y l3 Y 23 

V3Y 30 [(1 + Y14)Yb (1 + Y 14')Yb'] Yb(V1- V2) Y 24 Y l3 - Y 24 y 23 ' (19) 

By substituting the above values for Y 13', Y14', and Y10', this may be 
reduced approximately to 

Y 232Yl4 1 +(Va- V4)(a+ iJ+Y) V 4Y40 ( iJYlS) 
Y 13Y I3'YI/ V1- V2 Y b -2(V1 - V2)YbY24 a- Y14 

. VaYao (aY14+ aYIO iJ) (20) 
-2(V1 - V2)YbYla Y1a Y1a - -"( . 

From this equation it may be seen that the effect of a (V3 - V4 ) 

residual has been materially reduced, since the (V3- V4) /(V1 - V 2) term 
is now multiplied by the small ratio of the sum of the admittance 
changes upon interchange to the total bridge admittance. The 
reversal or interchange procedure permits a high precision to be 
maintained with relatively large residual values for (V3 - V4). For 
example, the (V3- V4) to (V1- V 2) ratio may be as large as 1X10-a, 
and if the admittance changes upon reversal are less than a thousandth 
of the total bridge admittance, the correction term will be less than 
1 part in a million. The V4 residual has also been reduced by approxi
mately the same factor. The V3 term, however, may still be im 
portant because the reduction effected by the a/Yb multiplication has 
been offset by a further multiplication by Y14/Y1S ' Remembering that 
Y14 represents a resistance term and Y!3 a capacitance term, it may be 
seen that this latter ratio might be quite large. The V3 term then 
serves to define the upper limit of error which may be produced by 
the residual potential differences. If it can be shown that this term 
is negligible, the others quite certainly will be negligible also. The 
effect of this term can be controlled mainly by Yao ; hence it is good 
bridge technique to keep this admittance small. However, if an 
appreciable increase in Yao fails to affect the value of the left-hand side 
of eq 20, one may be reasonably certain that residual effects are not 
influencing the bridge measurements. On the other hand, if this 
term is important it should be remembered that it can be neutralized 
by the V4 term by the adjustment of Y40, as previously pointed out. 
This would leave only the (V3 - V4) term, which; it has been shown, is 
very small. It is now possible to write eq 20 in the form 

(20a) 
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and to determine the upper limit of any error involved in this simpli
fication. 

Returning now to fig. 1, and letting the losses in 0 1 and O2 be rep
resented by equivalent parallel resistances Rl and R2, eq 20a becomes 

Equating the real and imaginary terms gives 

202R2+03R3-W2022R220~3 (01+0I')Rl+0{R3-W20101'RI20/R3 
R22 R12 

and 

1-w2022R22-2w20203R~3 1-W2010/R12_W2(01+0/)0/RIR3 
R22 R12 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

The phase-defect angles or power factors of 0 1 and O2 will again be 
represented by cf>l and rP2. If cf>~<lXI0-6, rP~<lXI0-6, and cf>1-cf>;< 
1 X 10-6, an error of less than 1 part in a million will be involved in 
simplifying eq 22 to 

~ (2cf>2-WO~3) = 010; (2cf>1- WO~R3)' (24) 

If, in addition, rPIW03R3 and cf>2w03R3<lX10-6, eq 23 may be written 

~=010;, 

which, when combined with eq 24, gives 

2 (cf>2-cf>1) =WR3(03-0~). 

(25) 

(26) 

The latter equation is the one used for determining power-factor 
differences, and it should be noted that it does not require evaluation 
of the phase angles of the ratio-arm resistors, but only the change in 0 3 
between the two balances. 

The assumption in the preceding analysis that detector terminal 
potentials V3 and V 4 are the same upon the reversal of 0 1 and O2 has 
not been established analytically for a residual effect due to harmonic 
modulation. Although, as will be explained later, precautions are 
taken to prevent the existence of such an effect, it has been found that 
when the harmonic content of the input voltage is increased sufficiently 
to alter the values of 0 3 and 03' for the two null indications, the 
difference (03-03') is unchanged. 

2. HIGH-VOLTAGE, OR REGULAR SCHERING BRIDGE 

When the power is applied to the bridge of figure 1 at the 0 1, O2, 

and R 3, R4 junctions, it is not always possible to bring the detector 
terminals to ground potential by use of a Wagner-grounding arm 
containing only resistance and capacitance. This may be seen 
from eq 7, which may be written in the form 

Y23/Y 13= (Y20+Y2) /(Y10+Yl), 

and which represents the approximate condition for bringing a 
detector terminal (terminal 3, fig. 2) to ground potential. Admit
tances Y 13 and Y23 represent, in the high-voltage form of the bridge, 
primarily a resistance term and a capacitance term, respectively, and 

, 
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hence are considerably different in magnitude. The left-hand side 
of the above equation will then consist mainly of a term of the form 
jwOR. On the other hand, when YI and Y2 are not negligible the right 
side of the above relation may have an appreciable real component 
in addition to the imaginary component. ' Under such circumstances 
the relation can be satisfied only by reduction of the real component 
within the right-hand side of the equation. It can be shown that 
this will generally require an inductance in the ground arm which, 
as previously mentioned, is not desirable. In order to avoid using 
inductances in the bridge, Ogawa has suggested the insertion of an 
impedance in the power line lead between the 0 1, O2 junction in the 
bridge proper and the grounding arm. By making this addition to 
the bridge we will have a general network, as shown in figure 3 (a). 

3 

'---__ SOURCE 

( a.) 

L-___ SOURCE 

(b) 

FIGURE 3.-High-voltage type Schering bridge with Wagner ground. 

General admittances shown in (a ), specific admittances In (b). 

(The stray admittances are not indicated.) If terminal 5 is elimi
nated by an equivalent circuit transformation we will have a circuit 
of the same form as shown in figure 2 but in which the impedances 
have the following values 

Y _Y35 Y 25 
23-~ 

Y, _Y45Y2S 
24--- (27) 

1:5 

Y, _ y, '+ Y SO Y25 
20- 20 1:5 ' 

where 1:5= Y2S+ Y35+ Y 45+ Y 1S+ Yso• Stray admittances Y ao, Y 40, and 
Y12 will also be slightly modified by the transformation, but we can 
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disregard these changes for the following discussion. All the equa
tions previously developed will now apply if we substitute the above 
equivalent values in the equations. The balance relation, eq. 5, 
becomes 

(Y13Y45 - Y14Ya5) Va:;;:~~VI (Y40 Y35 - Y30Y45) , (28) 

and the approximate condition for V3=0, previously represented by 
eq 7, is 

(29) 

If the actual admittances are as shown in figure 3 (b), the approxi
mate conditions for bringing terminal 3 to ground potential are 

W206' (01 + O2) 

R3 (30) 
and 

(31) 

In obtaining the above equations, the effects of stray admittances 
were neglected and the source admittances were included in 05, 0 6, 

R5, and R6 , which was indicated by the priming of the terms. These 
equations serve to indicate the values of ground impedances required 
to obtain this balance. If the insulation resistance of the source is 
very high, and if C{"C2, the equations may be further simplified to 

(32) 

With this type of bridge, which offers a low impedance to the 
detector, connection is best made to the detector or amplifier through a 
shielded transformer. Consequently the most desirable procedure in bal
ancing is to compare terminals 3 and 4 directly and balance only one of 
them against the ground terminal. Furthermore, it is not necessary to 
make the ground balance with high precision because, referring to eq 28, 
the admittance products on the right-hand side of the equation will be 
much smaller than those on the left-hand side; also the difference of 
the products may be small because of the symmetry of the terms. If, 
for example, admittances YI3 and Y14 are a thousand times larger than 
admittances Yao and Y 40 , the potential of the detector terminals can 
be as much as a thousandth part of the potential drop across YI3 or 
Y14, and still the simple balance relation Y 13 Y 45 = Y 14Ya5 will apply with 
an error of less than 1 part in a million. 

The equations for imperfect balance developed for the low-voltage 
bridge can be made applicable to the high-voltage form by substituting 
the values of eq 27 in eq 17. Reversal is then obtained by interchang
ing Ya5 and Y45 and readjusting Y45 , Y 14, and YIO by amounts 5, E, and r 
The final equation is 

Y a52Y14 1 + (Va- V4) (5Y25+ E+r) 
Y45 Y4s'Y14 ' (V1- V 2)Yb 1:5 

+ V4Y 40 (EYIO+ EYla_r)+ V3Yao (E+n (33) 
(V1 - V 2) Y bY 14 Y14 Y 14 (V1 - V 2) Y bY I3 

94848-38--5 
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It can be seen from tbis equation that the effect of small values for 
Va and V. will be less for tbis form of bridge than the other. Upon 
substituting specific values in the left-hand side of the equation it 
becomes identical to the relation obtained for the conjugate form of 
the bridge, so the same balance equations will apply when residual 
effects are negligible. 

1-----------, 
I r-l13L I 

: SI' i 
i ~-- l'::::._t~~~2 :::--:1[------] i 
I ----jt® -=~:::=:::::::~: I 

I r- ------ ------l ~ ]!R7_ H i j : 

I i [----~~~-----~~~~--,li~':.---~-~=~~:~-----~~~ 1 I 
I : r----R;td:t~S5 TC4 ': I 

" • I I 

I I l: : I I I : l________ , : 
I r-- --·--- I t 

I :: :: I 
I I I I 

1 L ____________ .., r----------~ i I 
I " l.. __________ , I I 

R4 -L !: I : i I 
I r------- ::.-----:-~ : I 

I H:: 
I --- ------ --"'" s I 
I R!) _ " ----R~---t:) j 7 I 
Lf.AGE '-.>. -=- // I __ ~,~ __ ---L- __ ~" __ --.--J 

,'-----------------------' " 
~-----]~8 i----/ 

, , 
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1'0 
ISOU~:E I 

Figure 4.-Circuit diagram of the bridge, showing sw£tches for changing from a high
voltage to a low-voltage bridge. 

The detector terminals for the low-voltage bridges are labeled T'L and T.BL and for the high-voltage bridge 
T'B, T'R and T.R, TORL . Commutator S. interchanges Cl and C. in the low-voltage bridge and in the 
high-voltage bridge the interchange is accomplished by switch S •. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE BRIDGE 

The ~eneral arrangement of the component parts of the bridge is 
shown III figure 4. Also shown are the switches for obtaining the 
low-voltage or high-voltage form of the bridge as well as the reversing 
switches for the elimination of residual effects. Shielding require
ments necessitate a fixed orientation of the bridge impedances with 
respect to the source and detector, so that the change from one bridge 
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form to another cannot be obtained by a simple 90° rotation of the 
bridge assembly, as one might suppose from the discussion of figure 1. 
Capacitors 0 1 and O2 are of the three-electrode type with all the insu
lation at the grounded electrode, so that the leakage resistance is in 
parallel with R5 and R6 and does not influence the bridge proper. 
These capacitors will be described in detail later. Not shown is a 
small vernier guard-ring capacitor in parallel with Oil which permits 
adjustment of the total capacitance to a few parts in 10 million. 

Resistors with a Curtis-type winding [12] to give a small phase 
angle are used for R3 and R4. They are arranged to plug into jacks 
to facilitate their replacement. For observations at 60 cis, 10,000-ohm 
resistors are used, but at 200 and 1,000 cis these were replaced by 
1,000-ohm coils. R4 is shown in its position in the low-voltage bridge. 
Its position in the high-voltage bridge is indicated by Rm. Capacitors 
03 and 04 are two-electrode air capacitors with Isolantite insulation. 
Capacitor 0 4 is variable between 50 and 1,500 P,J.t.f. Capacitor 03, 

on which the power-factor differences are measured (eq 26), has two 
ranges, one from 25 to 100 p,p,f and one from 50 to 1,100 p,p,f. The 
smaller range scale is so graduated that changes of a hundredth of a 
micromicrofarad are readable. Thus, at a frequency of 60 cis and 
with resistors of 104 ohms in the bridge, power factors of less than 10-7 

could be observed if the stability and sensitivity of the rest of the 
bridge warranted. It is essential that the capacitances of 03 and O. 
as well as the phase angles of R3 and R4 be as small as possible, con
sistent with the magnitude of the power factors under observation in 
order to justify the approximation made in the section on bridge 
theory that 

In the ground arm, R6 is a fixed resistor of 10,000 ohms, and RD is a 
variable six-dial 1O,000-ohm shielded resistance box. In series with 
it for small adjustments of hundredths of an ohm or less is a mercury 
slide-wire resistor [13]. Capacitors 05 and 0 6 are similar to 04 , For 
the high-voltage form of the bridge a variable decade mica capacitor 
with a total capacitance of Ip,f is required in addition to the air 
capacitor in 05' 

The input transformer, Tr has a 1:1 ratio with a shield between the 
windings. A variable-ratio transformer is used between the input 
transformer and the source for adjustment of the input volta~e. 
When using high voltage on the bridge a step-up transformer is lU

serted between the shielded transformer and the bridge. 
The detector terminals for the low-voltage bridge are labeled T3L 

and T4H,L' For the high-voltage bridge the two T3H points are con
nected together for one detector terminal and the T 4H and T 4H,L 

terminals form the other detector connection. The last two pairs of 
terminals are permanently connected together, but the joining lines 
are omitted f~om the figure to avoid the confusion due to extra lines. 

In the low-voltage form of the bridge, switch 8 1 is in the upward 
position joining 01 and O2 to the detector terminal T3L. Commutator 
8 3 is for interchanging 01 and O2 ; the connecting bars are vertical for 
the direct connection and horizontal for reversal. Switches 8 4, 8 5 , 

8 6, and 8 7 are on the L terminals. 
In the high-voltage bridge, SI is in the down position and S2 reverses 

the capacitor connections. In S3, a resistor, R7 , of about 1 megohm 

.. 
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is inserted as indicated and the other switches are put on the H ter
minals. Both S3 and R7 are enclosed in a grounded shield. 

The switch, S8, may be used for reversing the input connections, 
but since this procedure accomplishes nothing that is not gained in 
the reversal of the capacitor connections, it is not essential. 

In addition to the shielding shown on the various bridge admit
tances, the entire bridge beyond switch S8 is enclosed in a bronze-wire 
cage large enough to include an operator. The cage eliminates the 
necessity of ground shields around 0 3 and 0 4 as well as around the 
detector terminals and switches, thus keeping the Y 30 term (eq 20) 
from becoming too large. It is, however, essential that the detector 
terminals be placed on grounded plates to eliminate any possible 
leakage paths between them and the power lines. For example, 
before this was done a leakage path existed (in the low-voltage form 
of the bridge) across the insulation of the R4H gap to T3H and across 
the insulation (a table top) between Tm and Tn. This increased 
the apparent power factor of 0 1 or O2, depending on the connection 
in S3' This error would normally be eliminated by the reversal pro
cedure, but the nature of the leakage was so erratic that a precise 
power-factor balance was not always possible. Placing the switches 
on a grounded guard plate eliminated the difficulty. It is also essen
tial that no part of the power leads be exposed to the 0 1 or O2 detector 
terminals, especially if there is insulation in the exposed field. The 
effect of such an exposure is to add a small capacitance having a very 
large power factor in parallel with either 0 1 or O2, This of course 
means that such switches as S4, S6, and S7 as well as S3 should be 
completely shielded. 

A photograph of the complete bridge and detector layout is shown 
in figure 5. The arrangement was not intended to be compact but 
rather to provide space for flexibility in the choice of bridge parts, 
especially in permitting capacitors of various sizes and shapes to be 
connected in parallel with 0 1 and O2• 

IV. THE DETECTOR CIRCUITS 

Vibration galvanometers were used as the ultimate detectors at 
the frequencies at which the bridge was most frequently used, namely, 
60,200, and 1,000 cycles. For different frequencies in the same range 
a cathode-ray oscillograph was used. For much higher frequencies 
the heterodyne method of detection used by Dye and Jones [7] is 
recommended. In all cases amplification of the signal from the 
bridge is essential. The amplifier which was used for the frequencies 
in the commercial- and audio-frequency range is shown in figure 6, 
and the various modes of connectlllg the amplifier to the bridge are 
indica ted in figure 7. 

The amplifier was a conventional three-stage resistance-capacitance 
coupled type with two filter units, FI and F 2, which are adjusted for 
the frequency applied to the bridge. The filter, FJ, includes the coup
ling capacitor between the second and third stages. It was found 
neither necessary nor advisable to place the tuning units in the 
earlier stages of the amplifier. The harmonic modulation error, which 
the tuning units help to reduce, increases as a power greater than one 
of the signal strength and would therefore be produced largely in the 
last stage. The filter unit, FJ, tends to allow only the fundamental 
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FIGU RE 5.- V iew of the bridge fr om the door oj the enclosing, shielding cage. 

D esignations correspond to objects shown di agra mmaticall y ill figures 4,6, and 7. 

-- -------------
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r------- - - -- - ---- -----------, 
I 

]A. 

8 
FIGURE 6.- Circuit diagram of the amplifier and vibration galvanometer which 

comprise the bridge detector. 

FIGURE 7.-Methods of connecting the bridge to the detector. 

Terminal designations correspond to figures 4 and 6. The low-voltage bridge connections are shown in (a) . 
where S, permits selection of the terminal to be balanced and SID and SII permit selection of the balance 
procedure. With SID and S" upward the amplifier is grounded and the bridge term inals are balanced 
separately to ground. In their downward positions the amplifier is ungrounded and the bridge terminals 
are compared directly. Stray admittance effects are neutralized by R,. The higb-voltage bridge connec
tions are shown in (b). 'I'be switch, Su, permits balance of the bridge proper or of the ground admittances. 
An alternate method for the low-voltage bridge of balancing the terminals separately against ground is 
indicated iu (e). 

"T 
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to enter the last stage of amplification, and with the filter at this point 
no trouble was experienced from modulation error with the voltage 
wave forms available. It was found that when the tuning unit was 
placed in the first or second stages of the amplifier the residual deflec
tion due to stray coupling to the inductance of the filter became 
objectionable. 

The shield of the amplifier was connected to the terminal B as 
shown. It could be either grounded or not, depending on the method 
of bridge balance being employed. By having the amplifier in the 
grounded cage no additional shielding around it was necessary for use 
in the ungrounded state. In the conjugate or low-voltage form of the 
bridge the amplifier served as an approximate impedance matching 
device since the input impedance of a vacuum tube is a closer match 
to that of the bridge impedance between the TaL and T4L terminals 
than the impedance of a vibration galvanometer would be. The 
methods of connecting the amplifier to the low-voltage bridge are 
shown in figure 7 (a). With switches SIO and Sl1 in the upward posi
tion the amplifier was grounded and the bridge was balanced by 
adjusting the potentials of terminals TaL and T 4L separately to ground. 
Selection of the terminal was made by switch Sg. The procedure of 
balance was, referring to figure 4, to first adjust T4L by varying R5 and 
0 5, then TaL by 0 1 and 05, next T 4L again, but this time by Oa and R5• 

The latter two processes were then repeated until a null indication was 
obtained successively for each terminal with no further adjustment of 
the admittances. Resistor Rs across the input terminals of the amplifier 
permitted reduction of the signal when the bridge was far off balance. 
It was arranged for open circuit for the final adjustments. 

For comparing the difference of potentials of TaL and T 4L directly, 
switches SIO and S11 were set for the down position ungrounding the 
amplifier and connecting its shield directly to T 4L' In addition, a 
variable resistor, Rg, was connected between terminal T4L and ground. 
The purpose of this resistor was to satisfy approximately the relation 
of eq 8 or its equivalent eq 17a. Full compliance with this relation 
would of course require a phase-angle adjustment also, but such 
precision in this balance has not been found necessary. In general, a 
three-decade resistor for Rg provides a sufficiently close adjustment of 
relation 17a that the bridge proper may be balanced to a part in a 
million with the ground arm balanced to only a part in 10 thousand. 
The procedure for adjusting Rg was to connect the switches in figure 
7 (a) the same as for the direct comparison of T3L and T 4L, then to dis
connect one of the leads between transformer Tr in figure 4 and the 
bridge and also ground the disconnected transformer terminal. Rg 
was then adj usted for minimum deflection. Upon reconnecting the 
transformer to the bridge, everything was ready for the direct com
parison of the potentials of TaL and T4L. With switch S9 in the 
upward position the bridge proper was balanced, and in the lower 
position the ground arm was balanced. An alternate procedure was 
to put Sg in the upward position, S10 in the downward position, and 
balance the bridge proper with S11 down and the ground arm with 
S11 up. 

The question arose during the course of this work as to the possible 
effect of the input amplifier impedance upon the balance when the 
balance was not perfect and when terminals TaL and T 4L were balanced 
individually to ground. The transferring of the amplifier connection 
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from one terminal to the other for each balance adjustment added and 
subtracted the input admittance of the amplifier successively to Y30 

and Y40 and prevented a true simultaneity of the values in the equa
tions for the two balances. Of course, if the amplifier admittance 
was sufficiently small the effect would be negligible. In order to 
check this point the input stage of the amplifier was arranged as 
shown in figure 7 (c). Here admittances Y30 and Y40 were the same 
for each balance and the selection of the terminal to be balanced 
was made by the switch as shown between the first and second 
stages of the amplifier. Identical results were obtained by each 
method so the single-tube procedure was considered sufficiently 
accurate. 

In the hizh-voltage form of the bridge a low impedance is presented 
to the amplIfier, so that an efficient transfer of signal strength requires 
a step-up transformer preferably with a shield between the primary 
and secondary windings. The method of connection and balance 
procedure is indicated in figure 7 (b). Bridge terminals T3R and T4R are 
balanced directly, and the switch 8 12 permits connecting one of the 
terminals for the ground balance. The use of the transformer permits 
grounding the amplifier. Here it is not necessary to adjust Y30 or 
Y40 , because these admittances will normally be much smaller than 
YI3 and Y14, making this form of the bridge automatically much more 
independent of the ground balance. If a further increase of the 
independence of ground balance is desired, a variable capacitance 
between either terminal T3R or T4H and ground is indicated. The 
amount of amplification required with the high-voltage bridge will 
generally be less than for the low-voltage form, so that one stage of 
amplification may be dropped. This, in turn, will permit the use of a 
tuned unit in the input stage as shown. This is in general desirable 
because the wave form of the high voltage supplied to the bridge is 
apt to contain more harmonics th an a low voltage. 

V. THE LOW-LOSS CAPACITORS 

As pointed out previously, it is highly desirable to make all balance 
adjustments in the bridge proper by varying capacitors only. The 
conventional variable capacitors were all of the two-electrode type 
and the use of such capacitors for 0 1 and O2 would mean the introduc
tion of solid insulation in the low-loss measuring circuit of the bridge. 
Tests soon showed that such capacitors were unsatisfactory for power
factor measurements to 1 X 10-6• In figure 8 is shown the variation, 
with scale setting and time, of the power-factor difference of two con
ventional two-electrode capacitors. The points indicate a series of 
observations covering about 2 hours' time, for decreasing and then 
increasing capacitance. The discrepancy between the two curves is 
due to the variation of the effective difference in leakage resistance of 
the two capacitors during the time interval between the two sets of 
measurements. The vertical line at the 1,350 J.l1 .. tf setting indicates 
the range of values observed for this setting of the capacitors during a 
2-day period. The dashed line indicates a computed power-factor 
difference due to fixed parallel resistances. 

In view of such unsatisfactory power-factor stability with conven
tional variable capacitors, it was considered essential to build a 
variable capacitor with no solid insulation between the measuring 
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electrodes. Such a condenser is illustrated in figure 9. It is of the 
common rotating-electrode type but with a third electrode, 10, intro
duced, which prevents a leakage path through solid insulation between 
the rotor system, 4, and the stator system, 12. This third electrode 
is grounded together with the outer case, 1. The capacitor was 
built with due consideration for mechanical stability in order that it 
might serve also as a reasonably precise variable standard of capaci
tance. The minimum and maximum capacitances are 86 and 1,946 
Pili, respectively, and the range over which the capacitance variation 
with scale setting is linear is about 1,500 p,p,f. Scale 8 is a theodolite 
circle and is read on a vernier, 9. Angular changes of 10 seconds 
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FIGURE 8.-Power-factor differences of two air capacitors with Isolantite insulation. 

The dashed line indicates computed power factors clue to assumed parallel resistances. The differences 
between the two solid-line curves show variations with time. The solid vertical line at 1,350 !,~f shows the 
range of power-factor values observed during a 2-day period. 

corresponding to capacitance changes of about 0.03 p,p,f may be read. 
The electrodes are of 1-mm brass, nickel-plated. They are so spaced 
that when the rotor and stator are interleaved there is an electrode 
separation of about 3 mm. This spacing is about three times that 
found in most commercial two-electrode rotating-plate capacitors. 
'l'he electrode spacing was increased to reduce the effect of dust accu
mulation and electrode surface films upon the phase defect angle of 
the capacitor and incidentally to permit its use at higher voltages. 

When placed in the bridge, the rotor was connected to the detector 
terminal, thus bringing it approximately to the potential of the 
grounded case at balance and the stator was connected to the power
line terminal. A better design might have been to decrease the 
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FIGURE 9.-Plan and section of the three-terminal variable capacitor. 

'rbe case, I, serves as a grounded sbield for tbe capacitor and supports tbe ribbed plate, 2, by three small 
quartz balls, 3, arranged in a hole·slot·plane system. The plate, 2, supports the rotor sbaft, 4, by means 
of the steel ball bearing, 5. Three uprigbts, 6, support a top pla te, 7, which carries a steel ball bearing pro
viding an upper support for the rotor shaft. The top plate also c.rries the vernier index. 9, used in con
junction with the theodolite circle, B, attached to tbe rotor sbaft. A grounded-guard electrode, 10, rests on 
three quartz balls supported by plate, 2, and arranged in a hole-slot system. Tbis guard electrode supports 
the tbree uprights, 11, of the stator system, 12, by quartz balls in a hole-slat-plane system. Tbe lead wire, 
13, permits connection to the stator system, and 14 is the grounding lead to the guard electrode. The 
connection to the rotor system is made through a binding post (not shown) on tbe top plate, 7. Coarse 
adjustments of tbe rotor are made by the bandle, 15, and tine adjustments by tbe action of a screw, 16, on 
a lever arm, 17, which is beld against tbe screw by a spring. Another screw, 1B, permits clamping or un
clamping the lever arm to or frow the rotor shaft. 
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FIGURE lO.- Plan and section of Gardiner's guard-ring, vacuum capacitor. 
The measuring electrodes are completely enclosed by the air-tight grounded case 1. The high-voltage elec

trode, 2, rests in t he bottom of the case on three quartz balls (although pins are indicated in figure) ar
ranged in a hole-slot-plane system. The low-voltage electrode, 3, is supportcd by quartz balls on the 
guard electrode, 4, which in turn is carried by the plate, 5. The vertical position of the 3, 4, and 5 assembly 
relative to the outer case and lower electrode is controlled by three micrometer screws, 6. A metal cone, 7, 
makes a vacuum fit in a cylindrical projection, 8, of the grounded outer case and permits turning of the 
micrometer screw without the breaking of the vacaum seal. The position of the micrometer may be read 
through the glass window, 9. A glass tube carrying a tungsten-glass seal, 10, permits electrical connection 
to be made to the low-voltage measuring electrode. The inner surface of the glass tube is ground to fit 
tightly on a metallic projection in the top of the case. A metal tube surrounds the glass tube to provide 
proper shielding for the electrode lead. Connection to the high-potential electrode is made at 11 in the 
same manner. Similar ground-glass inlet tubes, 12, provide means for filling or emptying the interior 
of the capaCitor. The case and electrodes of the capacitor are made of Tobin bronze. 
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diameter of the top plate, which is part of the rotor system and to 
extend the grounded case above and over it to provide more thorough 
shielding. However, with the top plate connected to the detector 
terminal the major objection to its present form is the capacitative 
influence of stray fields on the residual deflection. Since it has been 
used only in the bridge in the grounded cage previously mentioned, 
this feature has not proved to be a handicap. 

The guard-ring capacitor shown in figure 10 4 has been used as 
another type of low-loss capacitor. This capacitor is suitable as a 
test cell for liquid dielectrics and also for gases since it was built for 
vacuum work. Because of a continuously variable electrode separa
tion, capacitance values from 10 to several thousand microfarads are 
obtainable. 

Also available as an auxiliary low-loss capacitor of fixed value was 
the cylindrical guard-ring capacitor used by Rosa and Dorsey in their 
work on the ratio of the electrical units [14]. This capacitor has a 
capacitance of about 150 J.l.J.I.f and an electrode separation of about 
1 cm. The electrodes surfaces are silver-plated. 

VI. DETERMINATION OF TRUE POWER-FACTOR VALUES 

When any two of the three capacitors just described were placed 
in the bridge in the 01 and O2 positions it was found that their power
factor difference was not zero. It was furthermore found that the 
power-factor difference of the two variable capacitors changed with 
scale setting. The nature of the variation was such as to indicate 
either that the power factor of the rotating-electrode capacitor 
decreased with increasing capacitance or that the power factor of the 
guard-ring capacitor of variable electrode separation increased with 
increasing capacitance. It thus became apparent that in order to 
secure a satisfactory standard for power factor it was necessary to 
first determine the rate of variation of power factor with capacitance 
for a single capacitor. Then, if a sufficiently simple law of variation 
be observed it may become possible to extrapolate for the true values. 

The variation of power factor with capacitance may be determined 
as follows: Let CPsl be the phase-defect angle or power factor of the 
capacitor under investigation at a particular scale setting. Let CPAl 
and CPBI be the power factors of two other capacitors having the same 
capacitance as the first at the setting corresponding to CPSI' Then the 
power factor differences CPSI-CP.<I=Ml and CP SI -CPBl=M2 may be 
measured in the bridge. The two auxiliary capacitors are then 
connected in parallel, and it is a simple matter to show that the 
power factor of the combination will be the arithmetical mean of 
their individual values. The test capacitor is then varied to match 
the capacitance of the auxiliaries and the power factor difference 
CP S2 -(CPAl+CPBl)/2=M3, measured. Here CPS2 is the power factor of the 
test capacitor at its new setting. This equation can be combined with 
the two previous ones to give 

A.. A.. _M1+M2 M 'f'sl-'f's2 - 2 - 3, (34) 

'This capacitor was designed by and built under the direction of G. W. Gardiner, Jr. while he was at 
the National Bureau of Standards as a research associate representing the Utilities Research Commission 
of lIlinois. It was intended primarily for studying ionic mobilities in very highly insulating liquid hydro
carbons from direct-current conduction measurements. 
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which represents the change in power factor of the test capacitor 
between the two scale settings. If the auxiliary capacitors are 
adjustable over a wide enough capacitance range the variations in 
the test capacitor can be determined over its entire scale. Such a 
calibration for the rotating-plate capacitor of figure 9 is shown in 
figure 11 for two frequencies of measurement, namely, 60 and 1,000 
cis. The zero point for the power-factor scale is of course entirely 
arbitrary, changes only being significant. It will be noted that the 
decrease of power factor with capacitance and frequency as well as 
the decrease of the rate of power factor change with capacitance are 
somewhat similar to the effect of a resistor in parallel with the ca
pacitor. Used as auxiliary capacitors in this calibration were the 
guard-ring capacitor shown in figure 10 and a commercial two-
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FIGURE ll.- Change in power factor with scale setting of the three-terminal variable 

capacitor of figure 9. 

electrode capacitor with quartz insulation. When used in a reason
ably dry atmosphere this latter capacitor had appreciably greater 
stability than those whose stability is illustrated in figure 8. 

A similar power-factor calibration of the variable guard-ring capac
itor could be made, but it was found more convenient to compare it 
directly with the rotating-plate capacitor, using its calibration curve 
shown in figure 11. This procedure requires (a) the selection of some 
point on the curve of figure 11 as a reference position and (b) the 
determination of differences of the power factors of the guard-ring 
capacitor at various scale settings with respect to this point. A plot 
of the power-factor variations of this instrument at frequencies of 
60, 200, and 1,000 cis is shown in figure 12. The zero point for the 
ordinate scale is taken as the power factor of the rotating-electrode 
capacitor at 150 p.p.f. The observed points lie very closely on a 
straight line, indicating a linear variation of power factor with capac
itance, such as one might obtain with a fixed series resistor. 

In order to establish definitely the linear variation of the power 
factor of a guard-ring capacitor with capacitance or inverse electrode 
separation, it is essential to show tha t the effect is independent of the 
gradient. This is especially important inasmuch as Balsbaugh [3] has 
also observed the power-factor increase of a guard-ring capacitor 
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with decreasing electrode separation but attributed the effect to the 
changing electrical gradient. A large number of tests made during 
the course of this work have shown that the power-factor differences 
of air capacitors are independent of the voltages applied to the capac
itors. In figure 13 are shown the observed power-factor differences 
of the three-terminal rotating-electrode capacitor and a fixed guard
ring capacitor over a wide range of voltages. Both the low- and high-
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FIGURE 12.- Variation in power factor with capacitance of the guard-ring capacitor. 

Power factor of the rotating·electrode capacitor at 150 I'l'f is nsed as a reference. 

vol tage bridges were used to cover the voltage range indicated. No 
change in the measured values was observed between 10 volts and 
over 1,000 volts. At about 1,500 volts the gradient at the edges of 
the electrodes in the rotating-electrode capacitor became sufficient for 
corona formation and from this point the variation with voltage is 
rapid. It is evident from this curve that the power factor, below 
the corona point, is independent of the gradient, so that a power
factor increase, such as is shown in figure 12, must be a true function 
of the electrode separation. 
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Since the power factor of the guard-ring capacitor is a function of 
the electrode separation, it is reasonable to ascribe the losses to a 
surface effect. Definite proof that the power factor is a function of 
some surface phenomenon has been obtained by changing the nature 
of the surface, either by cleaning, polishing, or actually changing the 
electrode material. 

An extensive survey of the effect of various types of electrode sur
faces on power factor has been made, and it is planned to publish these 
results in another paper. Here it is only essential to point out that 
losses in a guard-ring capacitor which are due to a surface layer can 
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FIGURE 13.-Powe1'-factol· difference of rotating-electrode capacitor and guard-ring 
capaci tor as a function of applied voltage. 

The values below 500 volts were obtained with the low·voltage bridge and those above on the high-voltage 
bridge. The curvature above 1,500 volts is due to corona at the edges of the electrodes of the rotating 
electrode capacitor. 

be represented, at a given frequency, by a resistance in series with the 
capacitor. Power factor due t() such a cause will be linear with 
capacitance, and if a surface layer is the only cause of power loss, the 
losses will be proportional to the capacitance, thus permitting extra
polation to zero loss at zero capacitance. Applying this procedure 
to the data shown in figure 12, the intersections of the straight lines 
with the ordinate axis serve to define the true or absolute values of 
the power factors of the selected reference point at the frequencies 
indicated. Likewise, this intercept, when used as the zero point for 
the ordinate scale, will give actual power-factor values for the guard
ring capacitor. However, before this method of determining actual 
power factors can be considered reliable it is necessary to show that 
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there is no source of power loss in a guard-ring capacitor other than 
that which is proportional to the capacitance. A possible constant 
source would be the gas between the electrodes, but evacuation of this 
gas has shown its effect to be negligible. This is consistent with the 
computation of Kouwenhoven [1] that the conductivity of normally 
ionized air would give a power factor less than 1 X 10-8 at 60 cycles. 

Other possible constant effects might be functions of the electrode 
area or the electrode material. Accordingly, four simple guard 
capacitors having areas different from that of the variable guard-ring 
capacitor were constructed of various electrode materials. Their 
electrode spacing was adjusted by means of small glass spacers 

ELECTRODE SPACING IN MM. 

0.8 0.4 0.;>7 0 .2 

o 200 400 600 800 1000 

CAPACITANCE IN )I/'f. 

FIGURE 14.-Variation in power factor with capacitance of guard-ring capacitors 
with various electrode materials. 

Power factor of rotating-electrode capacitor at 150 I'l'f used as a reference. 

between the guard electrode and the high-potential electrode and 
their power factors at different spacings compared with those of the 
rotating electrode capacitor. The results of these observations at 60 
cycles are illustrated in figure 14, where the values for the new capaci
tors are represented by A, 0, D, and E, and B represents the set of 
points from figure 12 for the variable guard-ring capacitor at this 
frequency. The common intercept on the vertical axis indicates that 
the same value for the power factor of the variable standard at its 
selected reference point is obtained by comparison with each of five 
different guard-ring capacitors. Similar curves, with common inter
cepts, have also been obtained at 200 and 1,000 cycles. This agree
ment, together with the independence of energy losses on gas pressure, 
indicates that the power factor of a guard-ring capacitor is truly pro
portional to its capacitance. Consequently, a determination of the 
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rate of power-factor change with capacitance and an extrapolation to 
zero capacitance provides a method for determining the true power 
factor of a guard-ring capacitor. 

It should be pointed out that the type of power-factor variation 
shown in figure 11 is believed to result from losses produced by a 
nonhomogeneous field. In the rotating-electrode capacitor there is 
an appreciable nonuniform field at the edges of the electrodes, and the 
relative effect of this nonuniformity decreases as the electrodes are 
interleaved. Consequently, if the observed losses are a function of 
the nonhomogeneous field, they will decrease with increasing capaci
tance. Such an effect would not be observed in a guard-ring capacitor 
in which the field is quite uniform. 

Using the value found in figures 12 and 14 for the power factor of 
the rotating-electrode capacitor at its selected reference point, it is 
possible to ascribe true values to the ordinate scale of figure 11. The 
adjusted curve then becomes a true power-factor calibration for this 
capacitor. Using these values, it was found that the power factor 
of the cylindrical guard-ring capacitor referred to above had a power 
factor of less than 1 X 10-6 over the frequency range 60 to 1,000 cis. 
This then can be referred to, for a precision of at least 1 X 10-6, as 
having a zero power factor. 

It was found that the power factor of the rotating-electrode standard 
varied somewhat with atmospheric conditions, being larger when the 
room humidity was high, but that the ratio of the values at different 
scale settings was approximately constant. It was also found that 
the power factor of the cylindrical capacitor was zero under all 
weather conditions encountered in the laboratory. It was accordin~ly 
possible to use the latter as a fixed standard and with it to determme 
a point on the curve for the rotating-electrode capacitor. Since the 
ratio of the various values was constant, one point was sufficient to 
determine its complete power-factor- capacitance curve at any given 
time. 

VII. PERFORMANCE OF THE BRIDGE 

The over-all power-factor sensitivity with the low-voltage form of 
the bridge was such that power-factor changes of less than 5 X 10-7 

could be detected at 60, 200, and 1,000 cycles and with 40 volts applied 
to the bridge. Higher voltages resulted in no greatly increased 
sensitivity because of the instability produced in the ratio arm resistors 
with the greater heating effects. With the high-voltage bridge and 
1,000 volts applied, a similar sensitivity was observed. 

Although it is relatively simple to establish the sensitivity of the 
bridge, the degree of accuracy can be determined only by inference. 
If it is possible to obtain the same result, when factors likely to produce 
systematic errors are varied, then the accuracy is probably the same 
as the sensitivity. The data of figure 13, in which the values below 
500 volts were obtained in the low-voltage bridge and those above in 
the high-voltage bridge, show a power-factor agreement to better 
than 5 X 10-7 between the two forms of the bridge. These data were 
taken at 60 cis . Consistent results have also been obtained under a 
range of adjustments within the low-voltage form of the bridge. In 
table 1 are listed power-factor differences between the three-terminal 
rotating-electrode capacitor and the cylindrical guard-ring capacitor 
obtained with different ratio resistors, different balance procedures, 
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various ground impedances, and changing wave form. As pointed 
out before, the power factor of the cylindrical capacitor was found to 
be zero, so that the differences give directly the value for the rotating
electrode standard. Since the phase-defect angle of this capacitor 
was a function of humidity, a gentle stream of dry air was blown 
through the capacitor (at the guard-plate lead inlet 14 in fig. 9) in 
order to keep the relative humidity at a constant value throughout 
the tests summarized in the table. The data listed under "indirect 
balance" were obtained by balancing to ground each detector terminal 
of the bridge proper. The data under "direct balance" refer to direct 
balance of the bridge proper with the Y30 and Y 40 admittances also 
balanced. The actual 03 and 0 3' values are listed to show that 
residuals may affect the separate balances of the bridge but not the 
differences obtained through the reversal procedure. Upon changing 
the balance procedure, the actual balance values were appreciably 
affected only at 60 cycles. This is to be expected because of the 
possible difference in the inductive effect in the detector leads in the 
presence of a large 60-cycle stray field. The result, however, changes 
in no case by more than 3 X 10- 7• Also shown are the effec ts of increas
ing admittance Y30 by adding capacitance between the detector 
terminal and ground and of adding a harmonic component in the 
voltage applied to the bridge. Here also the result is not definitely 
affected. 

TABLE l.- Power-factor (phase-defect angle) values obtained in variable low-voltag e 
bridge 

2(</>,-</>,)=wR,(C,-C,' ) 

</>.=phase·defect angle in microradians of the tbree·terminal,. rotati ng'electrode capaCitor. 
</>, = 0. representing the cylindrical guard ·ring capaCitor. 

By indirect balance By direct balance 
Fre- R, quency 

C, C,' </>. C. 

--------- ---
Micro· 

Cycl .. Ohms I'~f ~I'f radians 1'4 
60 1,000 77.5 59.0 3.5 71.8 
60 10,000 56.7 54.7 3.8 56.3 
60 10,000 • 56.8 ' 54. 8 • 3.8 - --------- -

200 1,000 57. 8 53. 0 3.0 57.8 
200 10,000 54.95 54. 45 3. 1 -----------
200 10,000 '54.90 ' 54.42 13.0 54.95 

1,000 1,000 56.3 55.6 2.2 .~6. 3 
, 1,000 1,000 55.7 55.1 1.9 55. 7 

1,000 10,000 54.64 54.58 1.9 54. 67 
1,000 10.000 • 54.64 '54. 58 '1.9 ----. ------

, 2,500 I'~r added between higb·impedance detector terminal and ground. 
, About 2·percent second barmonic introduced in applied voltage. 

c,' </> . 

Micro· 
~I'f radian., 
52. 0 3.7 
54.4 3.6 

------ --- -- ---- ------

53.1 2. 9 
-- --- - - ---- --- - --- - --

54.46 3. 1 

55. 7 J.~ 
55. 1 1.9 
54.61 1.9 

--.- - ------ - - - - -- -- --

It is possible to provide a further check on the accuracy of the 
bridge by comparing the measured increase of the power factor of a 
capacitor when a resistor is placed in series with it, with the computed 
increase in power factor. The computed increase requires an evalua
tion of earth-capacitance effects which were not considered in the 
section on bridge theory. That this is necessary may be seen by 
referring to figure 15, which shows a resistor, rl, in series with a capac
itor, ](2' Quantities](1 and r2 represent impurities in 7'1 and ](2, 

94848-38-6 
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respectively. There will also be present leakage and capacitance to 
ground from the junction 2 of rJ and K z• The increase in the power 
factor of Kz due to rJ may be measured in the bridge by connecting 
the terminals 1 and 3 to two of the bridge terminals. Since ground 
admittances from the bridge terminals only were considered in the 
bridge theory, it will be necessary to eliminate terminal 2 by trans
forming the star-shaped network of figure 15 into its equivalent delta
shaped network. The result of this transformation will be to give 
an effective admittance between terminals 1 and 3, which is modified 
by ground admittances K3 and r3. If 0 and R represent the equivalent 
parallel capacitance and resistance between terminals 1 and 3, they 
will be related to the actual values, upon the elimination of terminal 
2, as follows: 

3 

(~+jWKl)(~+jwK2 ) 
!+!+!+jw(KJ + Kz+ K a) 
rl rz ra 

If Kl and Ka are of the same order of 
magnitude as, or smaller than K z, and if, 
in addition rl is sufficiently small that 
rl«rZ, rl«r3, and 1»w2rlzKz2, the above 

rz equation may be greatly simplified. Mak
ing the indIcated approximations it is 
found that 

1 1 
FIGURE 15.- AI·rangement of O= K 2 and wRO= wrZK2 +wrl(K2+Ka). (35) 

admittances after introducing 
a resistor in series with a 
capacitor. The last equation gives the equivalent 

power factor between terminals 1 and 3 
and is the value which will be measured by the bridge. It is 
composed of two terms, the first representing the normal power factor 
of Kz and the second the increase due to the addition of rl in the cir
cuit. The presence of Ka in the equation serves to illustrate a point 
mentioned in the first part of this paper, namely, that ground admit
tances must be evaluated when a capacitor and resistor are connected 
in series in any bridge arm. In this case K a, the capacitance to ground, 
can be evaluated when rl is inserted between the power terminal and 
the rotating-electrode capacitor by taking the difference between the 
capacitance, first, when connected as a two-electrode instrument 
(1,2, and 10 connected together, fig. 9) and then as a three-electrode 
capacitor. . 

The power-factor changes observed by inserting series resistors 
are listed in table 2, together with the values computed by the above 
equation. Small resistors having d-c values of 25, 111, and 798 
ohms were used in the tests. The value of K 1+K2 was 188 j.!j.!f. 
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TABLE 2.-0bserved and computed power-factor changes with resistors in series with 
capacitor 

Frequency Series reo Computed Observed R, sistance value value 

MicroTa· Microra-
eVele, Ohm, diam dian. Ohm. 

60 798 56.6 56. 7 10,000 
60 111 7.9 8.1 10,000 
60 III -_.---------- 8.0 1,000 

200 III 26.2 26.1 10,000 
700 III ------------- 26.4 1,000 

1,000 III 131 130.2 1,000 
200 26 5.9 6.0 1,000 

1,000 26 29.5 29.5 1,000 

In all but one case the agreement between observed and computed 
values is within 3XlO-7• Concerning the one exception, the 1,000-
cycle value for the 111-ohm resistor, where the difference is 8X 10-7, it 
is believed that the discrepancy was in the d-c value of the resistance. 
A small inexpensive cathode-biasing resistor was used to permit easy 
shielding and it is probable that its a-c and d-c values are not identical 
within 1 percent. 

From these tests it seems safe to draw the conclusion that the 
accuracy of the bridge for small power-factor measurements is of the 
order of the sensitivity, namely, ±5XlO-7• 

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The Schering-type bridge in either the original high-voltage 
orientation or in the conjugate arrangement offered the best means of 
measuring small differences in the power factors of two capacitors. 

2. In a perfectly balanced bridge, with a Wagner ground connection, 
the balance condition involves only the effective admittances of the 
bridge proper (eq 6). 

3. Errors due to an imperfect balance may be evaluated by eq 17. 
Such errors may be reduced by taking a second balance with the con
nections to two similar arms of the bridge interchanged (eq 20). Such 
an interchange also eliminates the necessity of evaluating the phase 
angles of resistance coils for power-factor determinations (eq 26). 

4. The effect of imperfections in the balance of a Wagner grounding 
device can be materially reduced by adjustment of the admittances 
between the detector terminals and ground (eq 17a). 

5. A bridge and detector system by which power-factor differences 
as small as 3 X 10-7 may be observed has been constructed. Such 
sensitivity has been obtained over the frequency range of 60 to 1,000 
cis and over a voltage range of 20 to 1,500 volts. The performance of 
the bridge is consistent over a wide range of operating conditions. 

6. Air capacitors of conventional design could not be used as 
standards of power factor for values below 1 X 10-4 in the commercial
and audio-frequency range because of the losses in the solid insulation. 
A rotating-plate capacitor having three electrodes in order to eliminate 
the effect of solid insulation has been built and found satisfactory as 
a working litandard for power-factor values down to 1 X 10-6, even 
though its power factor is neither negligible nor constant with capaci
tance. 
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7. The power factors of guard-ring capacitors with electrode spac
ings of a few millimeters or less may be appreciably greater than 
1 X 10-6• In general, these power factors increase with decreasing 
electrode separation. 

S. True power-factor values may be obtained from a determina
tion of the rate of change of power factor in a guard-ring capacitor of 
variable electrode separation. The power-factor change hds been 
found to be proportional to the capacitance, thus permitting an extra
polation to zero power factor at zero capacitance or infinite electrode 
separation. From this point of zero power factor the assignments of 
absolute values can be made to the differences in power factors as 
measured in the bridge. It is thus possible to determine the actual 
power factors of a variable capacitor throughout its range and then 
to use it as a calibrated standard for power-factor measurements. 
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